
That Oldest Profession

	
 As years bent to a high-stakes testing progressed, those who felt it necessary to fight their 
way past the razzle-dazzle generated by a never-ending parade of innovations began to recognize 
a relatively simple truth.  The real school reform conundrum; the truest accountability dilemma?

Was how to say no to the powerful lure of Big Money. 
	
 A few brave dissenters, a couple governors here, an out-of-the-way county there, an 
occasional rebel district with its own strongly held beliefs around protecting local sovereignty – 
well, as dissenters willing to speak out, each showed impressive gumption as they voiced a 
public opposition to modern-day educational funding competitions.
	
 Competitive races where the “winner?”
	
 Inevitably found that severely limiting (and invasively tunnel-visioned) expectations 
came absolutely and irrevocably attached.   

Prepared to articulate exact reasoning for opposition, a few morally besieged dissenters 
extended the opinion that governmentally and/or philanthropically funded school reformations – 
innovations where financing came based upon a standardizing, test-score-funded rivalry?  Forced 
states and districts to give up a locally protected academic integrity and, in the process, lose old-
school-collaborative community controls.

Not every state, however, and oh, certainly, not every district, struggled with the ethical 
issues inherent to the wooing, and promiscuous embracing, of any and all reform-designated 
monies.  Not that many, in fact?  Appeared to have much trouble in opening wide to swallow 
down the belligerently written constraints which commanded recipients to follow through with 
any and all conjoined expectations –  up to, and including, a severely abusive, community-
debilitating building invasion, and the crushingly unhappy mistreatment of a low-income school 
personnel.  

In fact, as years dedicated to the implementation of a test-based accountability advanced? 
	


An increasing number of self-aggrandizing educational “leaders” apparently felt little 
need to scuffle with the annoying moral issues which might logically attend the indiscriminate 
pursuit of a reform-aggressive, change-mandating money.  

Hello?  
It was money.  
Always searching, in days of a punitive statistical liability, for answers to a growing 

number of the now legally imposed funding predicaments, governors, mayors, superintendents, 
administrators, testing personnel, and an increasing supply of school board members began to 
contemplate the benefit of approaching monetary competitions with not a wary, nor limited, 
involvement – but, alternately?

With a full and unquestioned cooperation. 
If, as the person in charge...oh, how about we call you the parent.  
Well if, as the parent, you could maybe win that lottery?
If, as the guardian, you could possibly step up and take in a sizable chunk of that Really 

Big Money?  Although your hope of winning required you to resolutely burn up huge chunks of 
your limited income in trying to win, even while the kids in your charge were left without food, 
shoes or hell, even heat – surely this was still an excellent economic logic.  Wasn’t it?  

Yes, yes.  
Of course.



Rather than miss a chance at pocketing a personal slice of that really big money, and 
studiously ignoring the fact that the very act of making states, districts and schools perform like 
trained circus animals in their effort to garner a governmental and/or philanthropic funding was 
an action which allowed a frighteningly disproportionate disbursement system (a system which 
could, and did, selectively offer money to some schools, while withholding it carefully and 
debilitatingly from others; a system which was, if anyone took time for a deeper analysis, 
shockingly similar in both manner and deed to not only child abuse, but a ruinous neglect) – 
well, acting alone or with state partners, multiple districts willingly stood up, and began, 
precariously and expensively, to prance about on hind legs.

Agreeing, as they danced.
Willing, as they performed.
Compliant, as they postured.
To accept the underlying demand that, should they“win?”  
Not only would they take on – but then unbendingly execute – any and all of the 

obligations imposed by an increasingly powerful faction of educational “experts.”  That suddenly 
mushrooming supply of modern-day educational “experts” who had now been irrefutably placed 
in charge of the minimally regulated “discretionary” disbursement of that modern-day financing 
prize. *

*In case the concept of a “discretionary” educational funding has not been made clear, it is a modern-day 
configuration based upon the idea that, if you do not close or invade yet more low-income, high-minority schools, fire 
an additional supply of union-protected teachers, endlessly re-assign and interchange your lowest-scoring-school 
principals, adopt our very expensive pre-scripted (oops-apparently-we-completely-left-out-Civil-Disobedience-and-
Jim-Crow) curricula, and use our massively implemented computer-based you-will-now-need-to-buy-thousands-of-
computers testing, we will simply withhold your financing until you do.


